
SUCCESSFUL MOUNTAINSIDE WATERPARKS:

I
F YOU ARE CONSIDERING TAPPING INTO 
THE LUCRATIVE MOUNTAINSIDE SUMMER 
MARKET, OUTDOOR   WATERPARKS ARE 
THE PERFECT SUMMER DESTINATION 

ATTRACTION.  THEY ALLOW YOU TO CAPTURE 
MORE VACATION DOLLARS FROM YOUR 
TARGET CUSTOMERS AND GIVE YOUR 
GUESTS ANOTHER REASON TO CHOOSE 
YOUR MOUNTAIN OVER THE COMPETITION. 
YOU CAN CREATE THE IDEAL MOUNTAIN 
GETAWAY DESTINATION EXPERIENCE BY 
DEVELOPING FUN AND CREATIVE WATER 
SOLUTIONS THAT GO BEYOND THE SLOPES TO 
DRIVE GUESTS TO YOUR MOUNTAIN RESORT.

IT STARTS WITH THE PROCESS
How do you build a better waterpark on 
a mountainside? You use a combined 
approach to planning, design, 
construction and manufacturing. 
And you develop a concept plan that 
is designed to meet guests needs 
and desires, while at the same time 
capitalizing on the existing operations 
to generate maximum ROI.

More than just installing a slide 
or flashy new ride, an innovative 
approach to design increases 
your market base and grows your 
bottom line. It helps you create the 
ideal waterpark setting and mix of 
attractions – efficient to own and 
operate, while keeping guests
coming back year-after-year. Working 
with designers who understand 
your goals, your brand, and the ski 
mountain industry overall, will help 
you to create the perfect summer 
waterpark destination on time, on 
budget and in demand.

THE 10 KEY ELEMENTS OF 
SUCCESS
Designing a successful waterpark is 
more than creating a pretty picture 
with an attractive array of colorful 
rides and landscaping features. It 
takes knowledge and understanding 
of what it means to operate market 
and manage the business as a whole 
Before you put pencil to paper, 
consider these 10 key elements and 

make sure they are incorporated into 
your design plan.

1. PARKING & ARRIVAL PLAN
Just like skiing, you need to account 
for buses, drop off areas, etc. 
Waterpark guests are usually in flip 
flops, so dirt lots can pose some issues 
for this market. Providing paved lots is 
ideal for the guest experience. 

The average number of guests arriving 
in a car for a waterpark is about 
3.5 ppl/car. Until you know exactly 
what the park capacity is, it is hard to 
dictate exact parking needs but you 
can assume 100-110 spaces per acre.

2. USE OF EXISTING 
INFRASTRUCTURE
You can reduce the development 
dollars for the water park by 
repurposing core service areas for 
summer use. 

Ideal locations include the main 
entrance infrastructure and existing 
lodges which can be re-utilized for 
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10 KEY ELEMENTS FOR THE PLANNING AND DESIGN OF YOUR NEW WATERPARK.



summer ticketing, customer service, 
bathrooms, changing rooms/lockers, 
food and beverage service and 
employee areas.

3. UTILITY SET UP

A well operated waterpark should be 
centered on an efficient “utility spine” 
that takes into consideration the 
existing main power sources, sewer 
capacity and water availability and 
restrictions. 

Power: Where is your main 
transformer and what would it take 
to run power to the pump rooms and 
new buildings needed for an outdoor 
waterpark?

Sewer Capacity: Code mandates that 
deck wash out and filter backwash 
goes to waste. Do you have limits 
on overall capacity or flow rates on 
discharge that would require either 
an upgrade or a consideration for 
backwash holding tanks?

Water: Any restrictions, well service, 
capacity limits, etc?

4. VISUAL APPEAL

Take advantage of any available 
opportunities to attract passing cars 
along the road when possible. In 
other words, water slides make nice 
billboards!

5. TERRAIN

Variable terrain and level changes can 
pose a challenge when it comes to 
designing a mountainside waterpark. 
Build with the mountain and not 
around it by incorporating the terrain 
changes into an effective design plan 
that optimizes cost saving opportunities 
through appropriate placement 
of slides and attractions that take 
advantage of the naturally sloping hills 
and vistas. 

Cost savings are great but must be 
balanced with the guest experience. 
No one wants to walk up a hill all 
day! ADA and stroller access is also a 
design issue to contend with so keep 
that in mind when developing your site 
plans.

6. EXPANSION POTENTIAL

Is the development area you are 
working with large enough for future 
expansion? New attractions keep 
your park fresh and are a key factor 
in guest retention. Identify future 
development sites and have a plan in 
place to seamlessly tie in and access 
these 

Most waterparks have a lot of 
expansions ranging from adding more 
slides to an existing slide tower to 
building an entire new attraction. Build 
for today, but your design should keep 
tomorrow in mind! areas from the 
original waterpark.

7. SEASONAL INTEGRATION

Additional attractions outside of 
the waterpark are a great source 
of incremental revenue. Easy 
access between a waterpark and 
an adventure park area can greatly 
increase a guest’s time on property 
and your revenue potential. Efficiencies 
in operations can also be realized if 
core structures, such as ticketing, food 
and beverage areas and restroom 
locations can be utilized to serve 
multiple venues.

When planning your design, integrate 
the waterpark location into existing 
summer attractions, or leave space 
to incorporate additional summer 
activities in the future that are easily 
accessible from the waterpark like 
chair lift rides, mountain coaster rides, 
zip lines, air bag jumps, portable 
climbing walls and Euro Bungees.

8. EVENT SPACE

Is there a summer camp presence 
in the market? Take advantage by 
providing ample room for groups to 
gather. Tented picnic areas are great 
rentable spaces for birthday parties, 
family gatherings and more.

Many areas in the U.S. have an 
extensive summer camp presence and 
outings to water parks are a regular 
occurrence providing a great boost 
to any mid-week dips that a park may 
experience.
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FOR MORE INFORMATION CONTACT:
518.783.0038

sales@aquaticgroup.com
13 Green Mountain Dr

Cohoes, NY 12047

Aquatic Development Group, Inc. (ADG) has been designing and building waterparks since the concept first arrived on 
the shores of North America back in the 1970’s and has built more indoor and outdoor mountainside waterparks than 
any other company in the U.S.   Led by a CEO who is a ski resort owner himself, ADG brings over 50 years of experience 
in design, development and construction to the mountainside resort industry. You get a team of experts with firsthand 
industry knowledge dedicated to creating unique, revenue-generating attractions that are designed to fit your mountain, 
your brand and your terrain.  ADG’s vertical integration and unique InDepthTM approach allows our designers and 
engineers to provide you with complete turnkey service for a design/build project, whether for a full waterpark, Waterfront 
addition or mountain coaster or slide. No other company has the ability to deliver revenue-generating attractions from 
concept to completion like ADG.
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9. STAFFING

Adding a summer waterpark 
enables you to keep more key staff 
members employed year round and 
take advantage of the corporate 
infrastructure you have built up over 
the years in human resources, sales, 
marketing and accounting. The ability 
to carry over winter seasonal staff 
already familiar with your standards of 
service and operations is a huge asset 
in reducing training time and employee 
ramp-up time.

Take advantage of the strong summer 
hiring market to subside additional 
staffing needs for peak operating 
times.

10. FUN

The most important key factor when 
designing any waterpark is to ensure 
that your guests walk away with an 
experience they will want to talk about, 
tweet and repeat! Build around your 
brand image with smart designs that 
incorporate the right mix of rides 
and attractions to appeal to your key 

demographic audiences to ensure 
your parks success.

The FlowRider® is one example of an 
attraction that is designed with strong 
appeal to the teen and young adult 
market. A skill-based ride, it is ideal 
for enticing repeat visitations and, 
because of its strong spectator appeal, 
is a perfect setting for incremental 
sales of F&B and retail items.
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